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Highlights

- The first forensic mtDNA population sample for Côte d’Ivoire is presented
• The first forensic mtDNA population sample for Rwanda is presented
• A mixed forensic mtDNA population sample for West Africa is presented
• The sample may serve as database for several yet uncovered countries of West Africa
• A strategy for use of impaired but precious population samples is presented

Abstract
This study provides 398 novel complete mitochondrial control region sequences that augment the still underrepresented data from Africa by three datasets: a mixed West African sample set deriving from 12 countries (n=145) and datasets from Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast) (n=100) as well as Rwanda (n=153). The analysis of mtDNA variation and genetic comparisons with published data revealed low random match probabilities in all three datasets and typical West African and East African diversity, respectively. Genetic parameters indicate that the presented mixed West African dataset may serve as first forensic mtDNA control region database for West Africa in general. In addition, a strategy for responsible forensic application of precious mtDNA population samples potentially containing close maternal relatives is outlined. The datasets will be uploaded to the forensic mtDNA database EMPOP (https://empop.online) upon publication.
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1. Introduction
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is a powerful source of information in forensic applications, in particular when samples contain nuclear DNA of limited quality and quantity, or when even distant maternal kinship is investigated (e.g., [1-3]). However, its power is limited due to the lack of recombination and a strictly maternal inheritance. The significance of matching mtDNA sequences and the weight of evidence depends on the variation present in the relevant population(s) and is assessed by determining the frequency of the particular haplotype in an appropriate population database. To assess the rarity of profiles, high quality forensic population databases containing representative and quality-checked datasets have been established [3-5]. African mtDNA data, mirroring the genetic diversity in the cradle of humanity, are greatly underrepresented (not only) in forensic repositories. The forensic mtDNA database EMPOP [5], available at https://empop.online, in its current v.4/R12 holds 2,179 haplotypes from ten countries of Africa (5.1% of the total entries). In contrast, the databases for Asia, Europe, and the Americas are approximately four-, six- and ninefold larger than the African database, respectively, and 3,080 haplotypes are stored for US African Americans. The recommended minimum mtDNA range for population studies for forensic databasing (nps 16024-16569 1-576) [3] comprises the non-coding control region (CR) and is available for 1,980 haplotypes from Africa (90.9% of the African and 5.9% of all 33,447 CR haplotypes in the database, respectively). Although its Sub-Saharan part covers 74% of the surface area and houses 82% of the population of Africa (estimate for 2018) [6], only 52.5% of the African samples in EMPOP derive from this part of the continent. Thus, forensic application regarding Africa is clearly limited.

Beyond mere forensic significance, data on nature, spread and frequency of mtDNA variation are a prerequisite for many phylogenetic and phylogeographic insights. Exploring the extant and past matrilneal genetic structure is of particular interest on the continent of origin of
the anatomically modern human and starting point of all later migrations: Africa is the continent with the greatest expected mtDNA variation and most ancient lineages. Its mtDNA landscape has been shaped by both early and recent migrations since more than 150 thousand years (ky), affected by climatic, socio-economic, and political factors [7-10]. Despite all demographic shifts, some regional lineage accumulations can be noticed. The earliest split separated haplogroup L0, with sub-Saharan origin, mainly Southeast/East African spread and dated to 147.9 ky ago using complete mitogenomes, from the later evolving clades. These are L1 and L2 (mainly Southwest and Central/West African), L3 (that gave rise to all non-African mtDNA diversity and is broadly spread), as well as L4, L5 and L6 (mainly East African). L1-L6 are dated between 24.6 and 127.4 ky ago [10, 11]. To shed light on the mtDNA sequence variation in yet undescribed and underrepresented African populations, we present novel high-quality mtDNA CR data from Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), eleven countries of West Africa with small representations each, and Rwanda in East Africa. The datasets were compared to other African populations in order to identify phylogeographic patterns. The data will enrich the pool of publicly available African mtDNA sequence data of forensic quality and will be incorporated in EMPOP [5].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples and DNA extraction

This study combines 398 novel mtDNA haplotypes deriving from three independent sample sets:

(i) Buccal swabs from 145 individuals with maternal ancestry from twelve West African countries were obtained after informed consent. This West African (WAF) dataset is maintained throughout this study due to the common acquisition history and the relatively
to very small number of individuals sampled per country, viz. Togo (n=34), Nigeria (n=28), Côte d’Ivoire (n=27), Ghana (n=22), Cameroon (n=11), Gambia (n=5), Guinea (n=5), Niger (n=4), Senegal (n=3), Benin (n=2), Burkina Faso (n=2) and Liberia (n=1). For one donor, only general West African maternal origin could be assured (Figure 1, Table S1). Ethnolinguistic information was not collected. Ethical approval was granted by the Ethics Commission of Cologne University’s Faculty of Medicine (12-003/2012). Genomic DNA was extracted using the MagAttract DNA mini M48 kit on a BioRobot M48 workstation (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations;

(ii) Further 153 buccal swabs from individuals living in Rwanda (RWA) (Figure 1) were obtained. No ethnolinguistic information was collected. The study was approved by the Rwanda National Ethics Committee (675/RNEC/2013). Genomic DNA was extracted using Chelex-100 [12];

(iii) In addition, 100 whole blood samples were collected at the Ouangolodougou (Wangolodougou) hospital in Northern Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast) (CIV) after informed consent. Their use for genetic studies was authorized by the hospital dean. The donors’ self-reported ethnolinguistic affiliation was Dioula (n=49), Baoulé (n=16), Sénoufo (n=15), Bété (n=14), and Peulh (n=6), respectively (Figure 1, Table S2). Genomic DNA was extracted using the ChargeSwitch gDNA Normalized Buccal Cell kit (TFS) and a KingFisher mL magnetic particle processor (TFS).

2.2. MtdNA sequencing and haplogroup estimation

For the West African and Rwandan samples, the entire CR was amplified, sequenced and interpreted following EMPOP recommendations for forensic mtDNA analysis [3, 13, 14] using BigDye Terminator v.1.1 and a 3100 ABI Prism Genetic Analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific
Results were evaluated using Sequencher v4.8 (GeneCodes, Ann Arbor, MI). CR sequencing for the samples from Côte d’Ivoire was performed following earlier EMPOP recommendations [15] using BigDye Terminator v.3.1 and a 310 ABI Prism Genetic Analyzer (TFS). Resulting sequences were interpreted using SeqScape software (TFS). For reporting purposes, all 398 mtDNA haplotypes from the three subsets were aligned and compared to the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence (rCRS) [16]. SAM2 [17] was used for alignment and haplogroup estimation according to PhyloTree mt, build 17 [18], based on the variation and fluctuation observed in large numbers of verified haplotypes rather than strict decision trees. This approach is implemented in EMPOP [5]. The samples from Côte d’Ivoire were previously typed for X-STRs [19], and 230 mtDNA coding region SNPs of the West African sample set are included in a pan-African study [10].

2.3. Quality control

All mtDNA haplotypes passed EMPOP quality control including plausibility, phylogenetic and quasi-median network inspection [5, 20]. Identity of samples and close maternal kinship of donors exhibiting identical haplotypes, excluding polycytosine stretch variation, were assessed and excluded from autosomal STR data for the West African and Côte d’Ivoire dataset as described in [21] using Familias [22]. X-STRs [19] were additionally considered for the latter dataset using Mendel [23]. For the donors from Rwanda, kinship could not be evaluated. Since datasets used for forensic mtDNA frequency estimates should generally not contain samples from close maternal relatives [21], a “full” Rwandan sample set including all samples and assuming absence of any close maternal kinship of donors (“RWA_all”) is presented in this study in parallel, where appropriate, with a “minimal” set including only one representative for each unique CR haplotype (“RWA_min”) to exclude potentially close
relatives. The forensically “ideal” representative mtDNA population sample can be assumed to lie in between the two extremes.

2.4. Forensic and population genetic calculations and comparisons

The populations presented in this study were compared to all published African mtDNA datasets that had passed forensic quality control and were available in the complete CR range, excluding only European immigrant, tribal and West Eurasian outlier populations. Where appropriate, a dataset combining the WAF and CIV samples (“WAF+CIV”, n=245) was additionally considered to account for their common geographic origin. A total of 758 published haplotypes were used for comparisons along with the 398 novel haplotypes. Literature data included populations from Egypt (North Africa, n=277) [24], Ghana (West Africa, n=191) [25], Somalia (East Africa, n=190) [26] and Kenya (East Africa, n=100) [15]. For intra- and interpopulation comparisons, forensic and population genetic molecular diversity indices, as well as the analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA), were calculated using Arlequin v3.5.1.2 [27] from full CR data disregarding insertions due to length variation in polycytosine stretches, i.e. using np 16024-16193 16194-309 310-573 574-576 as the range. Random match probability (RMP) and power of discrimination (haplotype diversity) were calculated as in [28]. To visualize the genetic relation of populations, a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) plot (correspondence analysis) was created from pairwise $F_{ST}$ values using SPSS statistics v22 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Haplotype composition of the three novel datasets
The **West African** sample (n=145) contained 132 different CR haplotypes (disregarding insertions at nps 16193, 309 and 573), 121 (91.7%) of which were unique. Hence, RMP was calculated as 0.79%, the power of discrimination as 99.9%, and the mean number of pairwise differences (MNPD) as 16.02 ± 7.18. Two similar haplotypes of haplogroup L1b were most frequent with three observations (2.1%) each: 73G 152C 182T 185T 195C 247A 263G 315.1C 357G 523DEL 524DEL 16126C 16187T 16189C 16223T 16264T 16270T 16278T 16311C 16519C relative to the rCRS [16], and this haplotype with the additional 16293G (Table 1, Table S1). In the **Côte d’Ivoire** sample (n=100), 91 different haplotypes were found, whereof 83 (91.2%) were unique. RMP was 1.20%, the power of discrimination reached 99.8%, and the MNPD was 14.09 ± 6.37. The most frequent haplotype with three observations (3.0%) was 73G 263G 315.1C 523DEL 524DEL 16124C 16223T 16278T 16362C 16527T falling into haplogroup L3b2 (Table 1, Table S2). In the dataset combining the WAF and CIV samples (n=245), 211 haplotypes were found, whereof 186 (88.2%) were unique. RMP was 0.57%, the power of discrimination was 99.8%, and the MNPD was 15.26 ± 6.84. Two haplotypes were found most frequent with four observations (1.6%) each: the latter of the L1b haplotypes found most frequent in the WAF sample (see above) and an L2c1 haplotype (73G 93G 146C 150T 152C 182T 195C 198T 263G 315.1C 325T 523DEL 524DEL 16223T 16278T 16318G 16390A).

The **Rwandan** dataset revealed 105 different haplotypes in the mtDNA CR range, 81 of which (77.1%) were unique also in the RWA_all sample (n=153). The most frequent haplotype was 73G 146C 150C 153G 263G 315.1C 16223T 16311C 16354T 16399G falling into haplogroup L3h1a2a with nine occurrences (5.9%). Twenty-four haplotypes occurred more than once in the Rwandan dataset (range of occurrence: 2-7; mean: 3; median: 2). Thus, the RWA_min sample consisted of 105 haplotypes, excluding 48 potential close relatives. In the
RWA_all | RWA_min samples, RMP was 1.59% | 0.95%, power of discrimination was 99.1% | 100.0%, and the MNPD was calculated as 18.95 ± 8.44 | 20.02 ± 8.92 (Table 1, Table S3).

3.2. Haplogroup composition of the three novel datasets

The analysis of complete CR sequences revealed haplogroup spectra that were similar to published West and East African datasets, respectively (Table S4, Figure S1): The mixed West African sample (n=145) was composed of 37.9% L3 haplotypes (in descending frequency L3e, L3f, L3b, L3d, L3k), 37.2% L2 haplotypes (predominantly L2a; also L2b, L2c, L2d, L2e), 19.3% L1 haplotypes (L1b, L1c), 4.8% L0a1 haplotypes and a singleton (0.7%) L4b1a haplotype. The most common of the 61 CR haplogroups were L2a1 (14.5%) and L1b (5.5%) (Tables S1, Table S4). The Côte d’Ivoire sample (n=100) contained 45.0% L3 haplotypes (in descending frequency L3b, L3d, L3e, L3f, L3h, L3k), 38.0% L2 haplotypes, 15.0% L1 haplotypes, as well as singletons of haplogroup L0a1a and U6a5b (1.0% each). The first-subclade level patterns found within the L1 and L2 clades were identical to those reported above for the mixed West African sample. Of the 48 CR haplogroups found, the most frequent ones were L2a1 (12.0%) and L1b (7.0%) (Table S2, Table S4). Both the mixed West African and the Côte d’Ivoire sample sets thus showed a largely similar haplogroup composition as expected for West African populations, with differences only at the subclade level, reflecting their geographic proximity and partial overlap. The almost exclusive trisection into L3-, L2-, and L1-haplogroup clusters with predominance of L3 and L2 was likewise reported from other West African populations, where also observations of L0a (frequent in East Africa) and U6a haplotypes (discussed below) were made in similarly small proportions. Also, haplogroup L4 is more abundant in East Africa (see below) [25, 29] (Figure S1).
The Rwandan sample (listed here as RWA_all|RWA_min) revealed 35.9|29.5% L3 (comprising, in descending frequency, L3e, L3h, L3b, L3f, L3d, L3x, L3a), 23.7%|23.8% L0 (L0a, L0f), 15.0|18.1% L2 (L2a, L2b, L2d), 12.4|10.5% L4 (L4b, L4a), 5.9|7.6% L1 (L1c, L1b), and 2.6|3.8% L5 haplotypes (L5a, L5b), as well as haplotypes assigned to haplogroups M1a1 (2.6|3.8%), N1a1a (1.3|1.9%), and K1a (0.6|1.0%). Among the 55 found, the most frequent CR haplogroups were L4b2 (9.8|7.6%) and L3b (8.5%|5.7%) (Table S3, Table S4). This broader haplogroup pattern, mirrored also by higher MNPD (Table 1), is the expected East African [11, 25, 29] and highly similar to that reported from Kenya [15] (Figure S1). Clades not affected by identical haplotypes (i.e., absolute numbers of occurrences did not change between RWA_all and RWA_min) are underlined in Table S4.

Most of the non-L low-frequency lineages found in the novel datasets are highly informative about human history. Lineages M1(a) and U6(a) are explained as signals of ancient backflow into North Africa from the Mediterranean area in the Early Upper Paleolithic [30-33]. N1a1a is a low-frequency lineage with a relict distribution likely indicating a Pleistocene dispersal from Arabia [31, 32]. All are reported also in other East and North African populations [15, 26, 29, 34]. The single haplotype of K1a, a lineage found across West Eurasia according to EMPOP [5], might be attributable to more recent migration to Rwanda and is, intriguingly, shared with the dataset from Somalia [26]. Haplotypes assigned only to basal clades, most notably two L3* representatives in the West African dataset (Table S4), pinpoint the potential of additional sampling and coding region sequencing towards a more detailed haplogroup affiliation [35, 36].

3.3. Heteroplasmic positions
Point heteroplasmies (all transitions) were observed at eleven different positions in ten samples of the West African dataset (204Y [twice], 16086Y, 16093Y [four occurrences], 16189Y, 16264Y, 16286Y, 16344Y, 16390R, 16400Y, 16526R, 16527Y) (Table S1) and eight positions in seven samples of the Rwanda (151Y, 152Y, 200R, 248R, 338Y, 16093Y, 16129R, 16172Y) (Table S3). All affected positions and the hotspots were in agreement with previous forensic reports [37] and EMPOP [5].

3.4. Genetic comparisons of populations

In order to gain better insight into their genetic position, the three novel populations presented in this study (total n=398) were compared to published forensic African mtDNA datasets in the complete CR range excluding length variation in polycytosine stretches after nps 16193, 309 and 573. In total, 1,156 haplotypes were compared, including datasets from Egypt, Ghana, Somalia, and Kenya.

The West African sample shared altogether 26 (19.7%) of its haplotypes comprising 38 (26.2%) of the samples with the other datasets. Shared haplotypes were found in all populations, mainly in Ghana (15 shared haplotypes) and Côte d’Ivoire (this study; 12 shared haplotypes), four to five haplotypes in the other populations and only one in Somalia [26] (Table S5). Three and four of the haplotypes the mixed West African sample shared with the Ghana and the Côte d’Ivoire (this study) sample, respectively, derived from donors with maternal ancestry also in these countries, but only one haplotype exclusively (Table S1). The Côte d’Ivoire sample shared 16 (17.6%) of its haplotypes, comprising 19 samples (19.0%) with the other populations, mainly the West Africa sample (this study; 12 shared haplotypes) and Ghana (11 shared haplotypes), while the other populations shared up to three haplotypes, except Somalia that did not share any (Table S5). Consequently, the dataset
combining the samples from West Africa and Côte d’Ivoire shared 26 (12.3%) of its haplotypes, comprising 46 samples (18.8%), with the remaining datasets, mainly with Ghana (18 haplotypes). Five haplotypes were shared with the datasets from Rwanda (this study) and Kenya, four with Egypt and one with Somalia (Table S5). The Rwandan sample shared 15 (14.3%) of its haplotypes with other datasets. The shared proportion comprised 34 (22.2%) | 15 (14.3%) samples when using the RWA_all | RWA_min dataset, respectively. All datasets shared up to four haplotypes with the Rwandan sample, except Kenya with nine shared haplotypes. An L3f1b1a haplotype was the only one found in each of the three novel datasets presented in this study. It was a singleton in all of them. When the WAF and CIV datasets were combined, five haplotypes were shared with the RWA datasets. No haplotype was shared between all populations included in the comparisons (Table S5).

AMOVA of the seven population samples (using the RWA_all sample for Rwanda) revealed that the vast majority of the observed variation in the mtDNA structure represented differences within populations (93.61%), while 6.39% were attributable to differences among them. When using the RWA_min sample instead, proportions changed to 93.65% and 6.35%, respectively. AMOVA results were statistically significant (Table S6). Pairwise $F_{ST}$ distances of the novel datasets were low in comparisons of the West African and Côte d’Ivoire samples with each other and Ghana, and intermediate in comparisons with Somalia, Kenya, and Rwanda. The same applied to the combined WAF+CIV dataset. For the Rwandan sample, $F_{ST}$ values were low with Kenya and intermediate with all other populations, except Egypt, that showed highest $F_{ST}$ values with all three novel datasets. The small genetic variance detected was significant for almost all comparisons. No significant difference in genetic structure was found between the West African and the Côte d’Ivoire as well as the Ghana samples, also when the first two were combined, and between the Rwanda and the
Kenya samples (discussed below) (Table S7). The visualization of $F_{ST}$ distances between populations in an MDS plot depicts the clusters of geographically close and genetically highly similar populations as indicated by the results from all genetic analyses outlined above. The novel populations from West Africa and Côte d’Ivoire (and their combination) clustered with the Ghana sample. Another cluster, yet distant from the former, was formed by both novel Rwandan and the Kenyan datasets; while the Somali sample was at intermediate distance from both clusters and the sample from Egypt appeared most distant from the two clusters while closer to the Somali sample (Figure S2). Thus, the correspondence analysis mirrors the geographic proximity of the populations. Along with the results described above, it likely reflects the common origin and high degree of recent or potentially ongoing migration and maternal gene flow among those geographically close populations. These factors led to a similar genetic composition, while the populations at greater geographic distance also revealed greater evolutionary distance and limited gene flow.

4. Conclusion

This study is a contribution in mitigating the underrepresentation of African data not only in forensic mitogenetics. The mixed West African sample has shown high genetic similarity to country-specific sets of the area (CIV in this study, [25]), confirming its mixed origin and supporting its representativeness. It thus may serve as general substitute forensic reference dataset for many West African countries where specific collections are not yet available. This study also presents the first forensic datasets depicting complete mtDNA CR sequences from Côte d’Ivoire and Rwanda. The applicability of the latter appears only slightly limited by potential maternal kinship, as indicated by statistics including both the full and the minimal versions of the dataset. This might serve as practical example of a responsible forensic
approach towards “convenience” datasets [21] to gain utmost scientifically valid output, namely when the population is not easily accessible for further sampling. In addition, these novel data contribute to an African etalon dataset that will assist future forensic quality control and the development of further continent-specific filters for quasi-median network analysis [20, 38]. The datasets will be uploaded to the EMPOP database (https://empop.online) [5] upon publication (EMP00793 [CIV]; EMP00042 [RWA]; EMP00082, EMP00299, EMP00300, EMP00794 [WAF]) and aid geography-, metapopulation-, as well as phylogeny-based queries. All sequences are also available from GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) at accession numbers MK976923-MK977022 (CIV, Table S2), MK977023-MK977167 (WAF, Table S1), and MN018603-MN018755 (RWA, Table S3).
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Figure and table captions

Figure 1: Origin of sample sets used in this study. The maps shows the continent of Africa (excluding islands) and its political borders. Samples from countries with assigned codes have been used. Novel datasets (bold codes) were included from Côte d’Ivoire (CIV), Rwanda (RWA) and twelve countries of West Africa (mixed WAF), viz. Benin (BEN), Burkina Faso (BFA), Cameroon (CMR), Côte d’Ivoire (CIV), Gambia (GMB), Ghana (GHA), Guinea (GIN), Liberia (LBR), Niger (NER), Nigeria (NGA), Senegal (SEN), and Togo (TGO). Published datasets used for comparisons (country codes underlined): Egypt (EGY) [24], Ghana (GHA) [25], Kenya (KEN) [15], and Somalia (SOM) [26].
Table 1: Forensic parameters of three novel population datasets from West Africa, Côte d’Ivoire and Rwanda.

*Footnote:* MtDNA range considered: nps 16024-16193 16194-309 310-573 574-576. The Rwanda dataset is listed as complete (RWA_all) and minimal (RWA_min) dataset.

Forensic parameters of three novel population datasets. See text for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>West Africa</th>
<th>Côte d’Ivoire</th>
<th>West Africa + Côte d’Ivoire</th>
<th>Rwanda (full dataset)</th>
<th>Rwanda (minimal dataset)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of samples</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of haplotypes</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of unique haplotypes</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power of discrimination [%]</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean no. of pairwise differences</td>
<td>16.02 ± 7.18</td>
<td>14.09 ± 6.37</td>
<td>15.26 ± 6.84</td>
<td>18.95 ± 8.44</td>
<td>20.02 ± 8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMP [%]</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>